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Where are you studying?

How do you want the Efeng Bacha Initiative to assist 

your entrepreneurship journey? 

University of Johannesburg

It would be great if Efenga Bacha organized many 

entrepreneurship workshops so that we could have a 

better understanding of how businesses work. I would 

appreciate it if the Efeng Bacha Initiative would consider 

connecting us with a mentor or coach who can assist us 

with growing our business. the organization can please 

us find sponsors for small businesses or investors for our 

companies whenever possible. 

How do you #ServeLikeMadiba? 

I participate in community engagement activities. I am part of a student 

volunteer program, which includes participation in organized outreaches 

targeting poverty, health, environment, education, sustainable 

development, and etc. As an individual, I work with children in a variety of 

settings, such as at local libraries, neighbourhood centres, sports clubs, 

and after-school tutoring programs. Remove trash from the side of the 

road, the banks of rivers, streams, and lakes. 

What is the legacy you hope to leave one day? 

I seek to influence the lives of my fellow citizens in a 

positive manner, even if it’s not financially possible, I want 

to leave a mark by giving them good guidance that will 

lead to better opportunities in the future. Through my 

business, I hope to create employment opportunities for 

future generations to help them avoid experiencing the 

hardships we are experiencing currently.

What is your favourite Nelson Mandela quote? 

“Real leaders must be ready to sacrifice 

all for the freedom of their people.” 

“Do not judge me by my successes, 

judge me by how many times I fell 

down and got back up again.”

As a #legacyleader, what is your advice to the 

children and youth of our nation?

We are the youth and children of South Africa, and it’s time we take 

education seriously. We need to acquire the necessary skills and 

knowledge that will enable us to succeed. We have the opportunity to 

create jobs for one another if we become entrepreneurs. Since we are 

the future leaders of tomorrow, we should try and make the world a 

better place. We should abstain from substance abuse and teenage 

pregnancy, and focus on important aspects of life. It would be much 

better if we cut down on substance abuse and focused on important 

aspects of life. Rather than blaming our government, we should be 

more active in helping them by offering solutions and ideas to improve 

the country. We should innovate to improve our economy. 


